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Those of you svhc have had the privilege of participating in a r.2. -1' 2Cac" 

flight launching (Figure 1) mill understand that the choice of titie f c ~  -:-is pap?r 

springs f rom the somewhat breath-taking drama of the f i rs t  one to :---: :xinukes 

\ i of flight, during which the majsr  forces i n  the space vehicle z re  b ~ . - . . ~ h t  into 
t 

d a y  and thr potentiality f o r  s t r u c t ~ r a l  failure i s  greatest.  Althou~jk. " ~ l i i -  

rlonally, th2 lot of th? structur2s sngineer i s  a somewhat d r ~ b  3ns ?:. '? 

dramatic title f o r  a paper given at a meeting on launch vehicles st~'..::..;1'?S 

may seem out of place, I make no apology. The fact of the m2r:er ir :::at 

the d rama of the f i r s t  hundred seconds is directly r e l a t ~ d  to 512 stsrz 2' 

launcll vehicle s t r u c t ~ r a l  technology and implies the necessity icr ;:-:,:?b-ernent. 
V 

It is not my pr imary purpose, however, to dramatize. Rather, I should 

. like to discuss a few aspects of launch vehicle s t r u c t u r ~ s  and i ~ a t e r  2-s that 
.. apFxar to me to have a reasonably i-mportant bearing on ~ ~ r o s r e z t s  f?: 'mprov- 
\ 

in~y the state of the a r t .  



R,II:;:I~ARCI f VS DEVELOPM I4:Ki? - 

About four year2  lo, in another paper, I quoteLi a statement ii~;lde by 

von Karman, which I sliould again like Lo repeat: "--  those who say that all 

tha-t rncn teach and all that men investigate under ths name aeronau(ica1 

engineering i:; obsolete seem to assume that by so?.-? miracle the designers 

of space vcliiclc:; will not encounter problems invc11-irij such classical 

sciences as lluirl mechanics, ztructures, material:: ~ .nd  vibration. I am sure  

that this will not be the case. " These words of vor, Xsrman probably were 

intended to do no rnore than emphasize the essential:)- similar nature of the 

technical problems involved in the design of space I-2:licles and aircraft.  

There seemed to have been an implication in them, kweve r ,  that the tech- 

nical environment of the space age would be found t: -;main similar  to that of 

the aeronautical age. This has not been the case. 

Fo r  example, twelve years  after the Wright brachsrs' f i rs t  flight, the 

U. S. Congress appropriated to the NACA, fo r  aeronautical rzsearch, 

"--  the sum of $5C00.00 a year, o r  so much thereof as may be necessary - - I 1 .  

Five years  after the f i r s t  orbitai flight of a spacecralt, the President req-iested 

that Congress appropriate to the NASA for  F Y  1963, the sum of $3. 8 billion 

fo r  space exploration -- largely to get on with manned space flight to the moon. 

It is worthwhile, I think, to observe that this original appropriation to the 

NACA was to be applied to research on how to improve the flying machine 

and that the smallness of the sum bespoke some misgivings a s  to the 

machine's future and the ability of the forthcoming state of technology 
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to make much of it. irl marked contrast, the requested appropriation for  

the NASA is to be :)ppl icd primarily to the immediate development, lor  

planned applications, of space flying machines, and the substantial s ize 

of the sum reflects an attitude of little o r  no doubt that the current state 

of our technology is o r  can readily be made adequata to the development 

and operational tasks planned. 

This current  zituation seems,  on the surface, therefore, to suggest 

that our current  activity is only a multi-billion dollar sprint to overtake the 

Russian lead in big boost9rs and to beat them to the moon, o r  that we think 

we know i t  all and the future w i  11 take ca re  of itself. Two questions are,  

in turn, suggested by these propositions: Is  the space age here to s tay? 

And, if i t  is, what is the best way to win the r ace?  

In reference to this f i rs t  question, there a re  many persons, including 

some eminent scientists,  who sincerely believe that space flight 

to the moon o r  to the planets is not worth the cost and that the money could 

be much better spent fo r  other more worthy purposes. Whether o r  not 

these persons a r e  right, i t  should be easy enough now f o r  all of us  to see  

that there a r e  a t  leas t  many kinds of earth orbiting flights, civilian and 

military, manned and unmanned, that will have to be made more o r  l e s s  

frequently into the indefinite future. The space age is clearly here to stay, 

and we would do well to make sure  that the way is paved for  a sound future 

and that we a r e  prepared to win the long r ace  as well a s  the sprint. 
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'1'11~~ answer to this :;r;cond quilstion -- how to win the r a w  -- is suggested 

in tllc i\::i)f,ricncc of lori~j distance runners o r  rowing crews. Their object 

is silugly Lo get frorrl the starting line to the finish line in th? least time. 

But Ilidy have r1l;iriy way:: bpen to illem - -  many combinations of racing 

 start^:, sleatly l ~ n i j  /)ull:; :;rnd ~ p ~ l i l t  finizhes. They find that drily one combina- 

tion is best, and, i f  too rrluch et'i2i.t i s  spent on the racing start,  and not 

enough on the lony p ~ ~ l 1 ,  the ract' i\7i;l be lost. A s  applied to th? space 

race, this sirr~ply means that VJ? zannot afford to forget that through long 

range research programs, d e t a c i ~ d  f r o 3  immediate space vehicle develop- 

ments and designed to yield a thc:-augh  understanding of the physical 

phenomena with which we  a r e  dealing, vie must build a sound future for  

reliable, efficient and economical space operations. 

I do not intend thess xo rds  to imply that research i s  being neglectsd 

in favor of development. Pievertheless, some very considerable forces 

have been brought into play by the necessity for  rapid progress in our 

space activities, and these forces have inevitably pushed in favor of 

:' development. Fo r  example, the recent NASA reorganization cleared the 

way for increased use of XASA in-house research personnel and facilities 

on development projects, at the potential expense of our research effort. 

It nevertheless remains a fact to this writing that responsible people in 

NASA headquarters a s  well a s  in the research centers recognize this 

difficulty and a r e  making a determined effort to ensure continuation of 

adequate research programs. Aside f rom the momentary, if severe 

perturbations caused by the dumping of a multi-billion dollar rock into 
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the mil l -pond, it  seems  to mc, therefore that our program, vic\vt.d as a 

long-r~tllge effort, i:; at llic moment ::oundly based and operating cn recog- 

nition of the importance of research l o  improve the reliability, 2i:'iciency 

and performance of space flight s y s t t \ ~ ~ l s .  Whether it will stay th2t way 

i in the future depends on a nuirber of i:tctors, one of which is t112 3.bility 
4 

of research minded people to convini%c\ non-research minded pee?;? of the 

' 
meri ts  of adequate long-ran;? research programs competently s s x u t e d  by 

dedicated scientists working in  a reasonably calm environment. 

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS 

From a purely techniczl soint of view, von Karman's words have been 

proved to be eminently correct ,  especially a s  applied to the so-zalled launch 

vehicle. While on the ground, the launch vehicle is subjected t 3  repeated 

loads, shocks, and vibrations f rom inany sources, and while in the air ,  a s  

shown by figure 2, i t  is s t ressed  by acoustic excitation, dynamic pressure, 

buffeting, panel flutter,  wind shear,  atmospheric turbulence, and loads and 

excitations caused by inter-actions between the control system, the flexible 

structure and the sloshing fusi.  The disciplines a r e  then, the same a s  in 

aeronautics, and the differencss in the structural problem seemingly lie 
. 

only in differences in structu-a1 configuration and environment. One might 

think, then, that with our extensive background in aeronautics we should be 

able quite readily to bring the structural efficiency and reliability of launch 

vehicles to the same sound position enjoyed by airplane structures. 



But Irjt u;: I c ~ k  a little closer. Or ,  perhaps I should say, let us  f irst  

look at lI11:  j~ii*ttlre a s  a whole f rom a. tlistancs and then come c1o;;er for 

more dc:l : ~ i  l cti examination. 

System Dynaniics 

F1lr:;t of all, the tille of this conferencs, in common with much similar 
- _- - - - -- - --- 

terminology, i s  something of a mi=;nr)rrler. 
I --- sense thereis_ - - - 

C-- - 
-- 

- -  - 
really no such thing a:: a "Launch -1nkiic:l~" The booster components of 

- - -- " - - -  -- " -  - ---- -- - 1 
space machines a r e  not in themselves zepzmte truck-like vehicles upon 

which o r  in which cargo may be carr ied  ints space. Each component of the 

complete system that stands on the launching pad must be firmly sec.ured 

to the adjoining parts.  When this i s  done, the combination of shape, mass 

and flexibility that results is such that there is no escape from treating 

this combination a s  one integral s true tural system. Terminology such 

i 
a s  "space truck", "building block coficspt, "interface problem" and even 

5 

i "launch vehicle" a r e  at times useful words, but the erroneous implications 

of such te rms  should not be permitted to condition our technical and manage- 

ment thinking. Otherwise, management anomalies such a s  responsibilities 

divided at the junction between components, and technical anomalies, such 

a s  different factors of safsty fo r  different components of the same system in 

the same environment should not be unexpected. 

Unfortunately, f rom a technical standpoint, the extensive and variegated 

nature of our national space program has prevented the creation of a tailor- 

made system f o r  each application. Considerations of cost and time have 



forced the use of a limited stable of booster components with a large number 

of payload componc~its and other upper stages having a variety of weights, 

s izes  and shapes. Figure 3, which shows various Atlas- boosted combina- 

tions, conveys but a partial picture of this situation. The same factors of 

time and cost greatly deter adequate consideration of so  many diflerent 

combinations on a complete systems basis. The problem, then, i s  to c i r -  

cumvent the necessity of numerous elaborate full-scale tests, including 

flight tests, o r  the costly alternative of too frequent flight failures of 

operational systems.  This can be done by the development, through 

research,  of improved analytical and model testing technics for  structural 

design. A great premium should, in fact, be placed on such research.  

There a r e  many aspects to this problem. F i r s t  and last, structurally 

oriented measurements on appropriately instrumented flight systems a r e  

necessary; first, because experience with airplanes has shown that it i s  

not generally possible to formulate the complete dynamics problem adequateiy 

in the absence of experience based on flight measurements, and last, becaus2 

flight checks a r e  always necessary to ensure the adequacy of the analytical 

and model technics finally developed. The current situation on structural  

flight measurements is not, I am sor ry  to say, satisfactory f rom a structures 

o r  dynamics point of view, and, with minor exceptions, the structures man 

has had to re ly  on indirect and limited information f rom measurements made 

f o r  non-structural purposes. An example is the measurement of engine 



gimbal :~ngle, f rom which the angle of attack and aerodynamic load may 

be derlnced. Il'i(jure 4 shows a time history plot of a system respanse 

to wind shear and turbulence in terms of engine gimbal angle, both a s  

measured and a s  computed f rom a balloon sounding of the wind 2rafile. 

The vertical scale and other information have been purposely deleted, but 

i t  can be said that the maximum measured gimbal angle shown corresponds 

to a substantial fraction of the design load. Data such a s  thes? reflect both 

the unsatisfactory state of the a r t  and the paucity of in format i~n  regarding 

the loads on and the dynamic behavior of flight vehicles. An effart is, of 

course, being made to correct  this situation. 

It i s  not necessary to have the flight data in hand in order to know 

some of the other things that must be done. There is much yet to be 

learned about the aerodynamic loads, acoustic pressures  and other forces 

that may excite the system. One of the most important of these "input" 

factors  is the wind profile, including both wind shear and the finer grained 

atmospheric turbulence. 

A s  will be discussed at greater  length during this conference, most 

of the available data on vertical wind profiles have been obtained through 

the use of balloon sounding technics that a r e  incapable of defining adequately 

the required fine detail of wind shear and turbulence. Accordingly, other 

methods have been o r  a r e  under development. One of the simplest of the 

newer technics, developed by the NASA Langley Research Center, employs 
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small  soundjng r ( 1 ~ I i i . l .  : that lay smoke I ra i ls  ~vhich can be simul t ancously 

yhoto~jrapherl in cic.:lrS weather by camcrns statianed at opposite c;nds of a 

suitable long base line. Figure 5 sliows the two photographs of a smoke 

tr:iil obtair1i:rl throu;ylri this technic. Analysis ~f such photographs yields 

quite ;iibcu.ra te result :; in ;nore than :;u;"ficient %tail fo r  structural purposes. 

I. 11'ibl~4rbc 5 zhows a wind profile obtained :\-!ti: the smoke trail technic 

and, f o r  corfiparison, a simulated ballcan socnding obtained by a-~nraging 

the smoke trail  sounding over suitable interva-s. Computed maximum 

bending rnorrl2nts on a Scout vehicle "fls7~in" through these two profiles are  

shown plotted against altitude in figure 7. hlost of the rather co~s ide rab l e  

differences between the two bending moment plots is attributable to dynamic 

effects caused by the finer grained shezr  arid turbulence not detected by the 

usuai balloon system. This point i s  evi3ent from the inset figurs, vihich 

shows a portion of the actual bending -mcment traces fo r  the two profiles. 

TJery likely, a large part of thedifference betvieen the computed and 

measured gimbal angles shown in figul-s 4 was caused by this lack of detail 

in wind profile used for  the calcula t io~s .  

It i s  evident, then, that the sounding balloon data obtained in the past 

do not provide an adequate basis for  detsrmination of the structural loads 

and. responses of space vehicles during flight through the atmosphere. 

A great deal of additional and more accurate data will have to be obtained 

at  various geographic locations to make good this deficiency. A s ta r t  has 

been matie with the smoke trail technic, but better methods will have to be 
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developed to permit fhf: obtaining of data at any timc and in any weather. 

In one method r1r:vcloped by the USAF Cambridge Research Laboratories, 

a pressurized balloon such a s  shown in figure 8 is employed. The balloon is 

tracked by F'PS-16 radar .  It retains i t s  spherical shape at all times and is 

not encumbered with in:;trumentation. Thus, i t  has a more accurate 

response to wind shear  and turbulence than the sounding balloon. Further 

development and employment of this o r  other suitable technics in sufficiently 

extensive wind shear  measurement programs would provide the required 

basis fo r  load determination. 

Another aspect of the system dynamics problem is the determination 

of structural  modes and frequencies and of the damping characteristics of 

the structural  system in these modes. Calculated properties leave much 

to be desired, especially beyond the f i r s t  mode, and full-scale tests a r e  

difficult and expensive to make. For  these reasons and because con- 

figurations have to be established at an early stage, the development 

of model testing technics is an attractive approach to this problem. This 

approach is currently being made through the use of models large enough to 

permit the introduction of significant structural detail. Figure 9 is a photo- 

graph of such a model of the Saturn C-1 configuration mounted for  vibration 

tests a t  the NASA Langley Research Center. In order to ensure that such 

models yield results  applicable to the full-scale system, it  is necessary, 

during the course of development of the model technics, that some results  
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for  con~lxwison be available f rom full-scale tests, such as  those shown in 

progrc;:s at  the NASA M:lrshall Space Flight Center in figure 10. 

That something remains to be accomplished in this a rea  i s  evident f rom 

the first-mode deflection curves from the model and full-scale tests, a s  

shown in figure 11. 'These curves represent the fully-loaded o r  lift-off 

condition. A complete explanation of the discrepancies between these two 

curves cannot be given at  this time, although a substantial part i s  believed 

to have been caused by differences in the suspension systems used. Figure 

12 shows s imilar  curves for  the more lightly loaded condition correspond- 

ing to maximum "q". Here the agreement is much better, although 

an indication of restraint  near the base caused by the suspension r ig  in the 

full-scale tests  is evident. 

Buffeting 

One of the most important a s  well a s  most difficult structural 

dynamics problem a reas  of space vehicles during launch is buffeting. 

Although i t  is possible, in principle, to shape the vehicle in such a way 

a s  to avoid buffeting (as  in the case of airplanes at  low angles of attack), 

the difficulties of tailoring the vehicle fo r  each space flight mission, give 

r ise ,  in general, to odd shapes such a s  these already shown in figure 3. 

The discontinuities and recurved lines of such configurations a r e  rather 

obvious potential sources of buffeting. 

Studies of the problem to date indicate that there are, in fact, two 

related problems -- one, the local buffeting of structure in the turbulent 
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wake, and, two, 1 2 1 ~ 3  [.l(ineral response of' the system to the unsteady :lirflow. 

In reference to tfii;; I : l l  Lcr point, figure 1:: shcv::s test data from two clynamic 

models of relatively 1.1etln and so-called "Hacl:xerheadV configuration at  

M=O. $0. The powcr. ,:pcc:t.ra of bendin3 mo:?is::t response a re  obviously 

of =.litilqely different or.tlcr. for  the two ca;;es. 3esults such a s  these 

, :han a localized problem, shari.>ly point up tile fact that buffetin7 i:; -me?-. 

and at t,he same tirnz clsarly suggest tkia t, eT:s:: with respect to local 

buffeting, reliance cannot be placed on rigid ::xdels. 

The results  shown on figure 13 also sug-32s: that in some cases  aero- 

elastic instabilities may occur, and this has, in fact, been found to be the 

case.  Figure 14, fo r  example, shows that ths aerodynamic damping may 

decrease at transonic speeds to the point whers the total damping can 

become negative, in which case a one-dqree-af-freedom form of flutter 

occurs. Resillts such a s  these place a new E C ~  higher premium on the 

necessity fo r  developing aeroelastic model tee:ulics in which not only the 

overall elastic properties but also the local s :r i~cture is adequately 

represented. 

There are ,  of course, many other structixal dynamic problems of 

importance. Among them a re  panel flutter, r2sponse to acoustic excitation, 

wind and gust loads and responses while on the launch pad, and s h o c ~  and 

vibration during transportation of large components. Most of these problems 

a r e  common to both liquid and solid fueled rockets, but a few of them a re  



peculiar to the liquid-fuclod types. For  the sake of rounding out the picture 

to a degree, it should prinllaps to be said that solid-fuded rockets also have 

their own peculiar p rob l (*~ns  in structural dynamics, among which a r e  the 

starting transienL, e::pc~*ially in the large s izes  and for multiple configura- 

tions such as clustered :l~.rangements. Although none of these problems 

can be neglected, the more important requirements at the moment seem to 

lie in the a r ea s  of dynamic responses to wind shear, gusts and unsteady 

airflows, a s  discussed. 

STRENGTH AND EFFICIENCY 

The design of space vehicles also involves many considerations other 

than loads and dynamic response. There a r e  closely interwoven relation- 

ships between the loading conditions and strength requirements on the one 

hand and the determination of an adequate combination of geometry and 

material to meet these requirements on the other. A s  we all know, there 

is nothing static about the flight of a space vehicle through the atmosphere. 

Even the quasi-s tatic phenomena have superimposed upon them at all times 

more  o r  l e s s  rapidly changing forces and temperatures f rom many sources. 

It thus becomes necessary to acquire an understanding of strength properties 

under a wide variety of complex dynamic situations. A s  new knowledge is 

gained of the dynamic environment, new requirements a r e  introduced fo r  

understanding of the detailed s t r e s s  and buckling behavior of the structure. 



Although much remain:: to be learned about the static strength and 

efficic~ncy of low-density structures, some investigators have rctcently 

turned their attention to strength properties under these more ~ ~ o a l i s t i c  

dynamic situations. Results to date indicate that the strength (.onerally 

increase:: over the slatic case when the load is suddenly applieti. There  

has been :;ome apprehension, however, that the strength capability fo r  

some of the principal loads may be reduced by the superposition of dynamic 

phenomena, such a s  acoustic excitation. The limited investigations 

conducted to date of this type of problem have not clearly shown the degree 

to which the apprehension is justified, if at all. It is, nevertheless, 

necessary that these investigations be further pursued a s  well a s  investi- 

gations of strength when the principal loads a r e  applied at different ra tes .  

Although there exists  some doubt a s  to the possibility of dynamically 

applied loads decreasing the basic strength, some recent tests made at 

the NASA Langley Research Center have shown that rapid heating does 

adversely affect the strength, especially when the heating i s  unsymmetrical. 

Some results  of these tests, a s  yet unpublished, a r e  shown in figure 15. 

Here, the curve shown for  the case of uniform temperature simply indicates 

the degradation in buckling strength caused by reduction in modulus of 

elasticity with increasing temperature. The experimental points were 

obtained by applying a s t r e s s  through bending and then heating rapidly 

until buckling occurred. The square points represent the case of rapid, 

but uniform heating. In this case the additional degradation in strength 
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is caused hy circumferential I kiermal stress,  since the bulkhead rings 

remained cooler than the skin.  The circular points represent the c2ss of 

rapid heating over only a part of the circumference. In this case 1o::d-i- 

tudinal a s  well a s  circumferential s t resses  a r e  introduced, and the strength 

i s  further degraded. 

Ca:;ns such a s  these simply point up the need for  a great deal of 

research to achieve a thorough understanding of strength properties m d e r  

the complex dynamic situations of flight. These properties must be znder- 

stood not only to ensure reliability, but also to permit design for  minimum 

wcight o r  maximu-m efficiency. 

MATERIALS 

Somewhat in contrast to structures research, the importance of 

materials research has enjoyed considerable recognition in recent years. 

Par t ly  fo r  this reason, and also because, superficially, the structural 

integrity of launch vehicles does not seem to be crucially dependent on 

materials  research, i t  would be easy to pass over materials problems for  

launch vehicles too lightly. That to do so in a keynote talk would be something 

of a mistake is, perhaps, sufficiently evident from the titles and abstracts 

of the papers to be given at this conference, one of which, in particular, shows 

that the basic strengths of metallic materials a r e  adversely affected by sonic 

and ultrasonic vi brations. 

The facts  of the matter a r e  that, even in the seemingly mundane case of 

launch vehicles, the materials of construction find themselves in strange, 
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new environment:; ancl Illat considerable research is still required to solve 

the many material:; ~lr'oblems related to the strenqth, reliability and 

efficiency of the rrr:lcakine. Among the environmental aspects of the 

problem a r e  shock, vibration and temperature, and, for  the upper stages, 

hard vacuum, meteoroid impact and other space phenomena normally associated 

with :;pact. craft .  

Under these conditions the selection of suitable materials and the 

devising of appropriate tests  to ensure their suitability become difficult 

procedures. F o r  example, it has been customary lor  many years  to 

evaluate the suitability of sheet material to withstand s t r e s s  concentrations, 

such a s  those produced by welds, on the basis of notch tensile tests of one 

kind o r  another. There is, a s  yet, no rational technical basis for  selecting 

on-? type of test in favor of another, evenat room temwrature .  Now wz zrc 

faced with the reductions in toughness of tank materials at cryogenic temper- 

atures, and the type of test required to evaluate the notch sensitivity of the 

material has become of increasing importance. In particular, we need to 

establish correlations between the strength of notched specimens and the 

strength of welded tanks under a variety of temperature conditions. 

Although much remains to be done, some progress has recently been 

made on this important problem at the NASA Lewis Research Center. 

Cylinders machined f rom extruded aluminum tubing and containing notches 

of several  radii were  subjected to burst tests at a temperature of - 423°F. 
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A sketch o l  the type of cylinder and notches used, together with some 

resu l t s  of these tes ts ,  are shown in i i q r e  16. 

In these t e s t s  both the  two-to-one biaxial s t r e s s  field of the cylindrical 

tank and tlie low tempera ture  of liquid hydrogen were  represented. Such 

t e s t s  of notch sensitivity a r e ,  of czurse,  not only more  real is t ic  and infor- 

rnative than the usual uniaxial type 2i' test ,  but they aiford an opportunity for  

correlat ion of r e su l t s  f r o m  the two types of test ,  thus paving the way for 

more  useful application of the la rg?  ssisting body of tes t  data. IE addition, 

the tank burst  tes t  obviously affords zn opportunity fo r  evaluation of welded 

s e a m s  and other  types of joint in  t e r m s  of definable notch sensitivity. 

Another i l lustration of the may- face ted  problem of mater ials  l i e s  

toward the other end of the t e m p e r a x r e  scale.  Liquid propellant rocket 

engines f o r  the l a r g e r  boos ters  a r e  23w all regeneratively cooled. Properly 

shaped tubes are brazed together to give the proper configuration and to 

channel the flow of coolant along the combustion chamber and nozzle walls. 

Aluminum tubes were  employed on early engines, because of the high thermal  

conductivity of th i s  metal.  More recent engines have forced the use of 

ma te r i a l s  with higher melting points. These mater ia ls  pose difficult new 

problems. If we go to a mater ia l  like s tainless  steel,  we have good strength 

and embritt lement res is tance .  However, the ther  ma1 conductivity is so low 

that hot spots  and high the rmal  s t r e s s e s  are generated. 



An additional c'~3lnplication is introduced by brazing. Some of the 

morc cluctile braze:; melt at engine oper'3.ting temperatures. Others braze 

well ;ii111 yield :;moothly filleted joints, uniform in appearance. Unfortunately, 

they 1r.2 both brittle al~ii ~ g g r e s s i v e  - -  th3t is, they vigorously attack and 

alloy wit 11 the base 1nct:~l. A micrograph of a brazed joint prepared with 

zuch 211 J l o y  is shown ill figure 17.  In this photograph the lighter a rea  

is a section c/f the tube wall and the darker a rea  i n  one corner is the braze 

m i .  In between, and penetrating into the tube wall, is an alloy of 

the braze material and the tube material. The quality of the brazed joint 

and, therefore, of the entire structure obviously now depends on a new, 

non-uniform, uncharacterized alloy of the tube material and the braze 

metal, and no amount of data on the properties of the tube material will 

tell  u s  what to expect. 

There a re ,  of course, innumerable other materials problems of 

I importance, most of which a r e  peculiar, in some degree, to the space age 
I 

and launch vehicles. Truly, there is much room for materials research j 
, in any long-range effort to develop the full potential of space vehicles 

with respect to reliability, efficiency and performance. 

CRITERIA 

Although the program of this conference places the session on Criteria 

f i rs t ,  I have chosen to place my comments on this subject last .  Perhaps 

th is  is because, a s  may now be evident, I regard myself a s  belonging to 



one of thc  research-rnirld1:d scyulents of our  technological society. To 

sucli a 1)(:r:;on, c r i t e r i a  rlccessarily follow after development of the s tate  

of the a r t ,  althouyil f r o m  the des igner ' s  point of view, c r i t e r i a  come f i r s t .  I 

W e  rnicjlit, do well ;tt th is  point to consider for  a momsut what we mean 

by " c r i t e r i a f f .  In (jericr'~1, critt?l*ia a r e  the stipulated o r  agreed upon con- 

ditions which the desiy n rnust ~ilt\et.  They range widely t her3fore, over 

all aspects  of the design, and the stipulation of the loads and of methods 

f o r  determination of s t rength o r  mater ia ls  propert ies  a r e  but a part  of 

the over-al l  field. In any well-ordered society, c r i ~ e r i a  should continuously 

reflect the most advanced state  of the a r t ,  while at the same t ime consti- 

tuting a uniform and practicable founda t i~n  for  design. 

The present s ta te  of a.ffairs respecting c r i t e r i a  for space vehicle 

design can  best be described a s  anarchic.  This  statement is made in no 

cr i t ica l  vein, but only to emphasize the grea t  need for  a str3ng attack on 

the problem. Perhaps  one illustration will suffice. 

Allusion has already been made to the need f o r  better data  on wind 

shea r  and atmospheric turbulence. The need for  bet ter  data on th is  and 

other  subjects  will undoubtedly continue fo r  a long t ime.  Meanwhile, data  

exist .  There  is a cur ren t  s tate  of the a r t .  But no s tandards have yet been 

established on the b a s i s  of existing data, as a consequence of which fact 

var ious  project and design groups interpret  the data  in  their own differ- 

ent ways  to  a r r i v e  at wind profiles f o r  design. Figure 18 shows 



a band of wind speed against iicight which describes the limits of some 

of these i I 1~1ividua.l curves. 

I 'ilere is probably no need for further comment, other than ta say 

that the pt.c)blem is widely recognized 2nd that efforts a r e  being mad?, 

i f  slowly, lo overcome the deficiencies wident in this one example. 

'l'he task i s ,  however, a very considerable one and will require applisa- 

tion of the talents and capabilities of a great many persons r e p r e s e ~ ~ t i n g  

many scientific and engineering disciplines. 

CONCLUSION 

Thus, the drama of the f i rs t  hundred seconds points up the need 

fo r  improvement in the technolcgy of launch vehicle structures and materials. 

Many of the required improvements, especially in the a r ea s  of loads and 

structural  dynamics, a r e  badly needed to ensure the structural integrity 

and reliability of currently planned space flights and missions. Other 

l e s s  pressing, but nevertheless important, improvements a r e  required 

to ensure efficient andeconomical space operations in the future. Let us  

not forget that only through adequate research programs, detached f rom 

immediate development activities and designed to yield a thorough under - 

standing of the physical phenomena with which we a r e  dealing, can we build 

a sound future for  reliable, efficient, and economical space operations. 

Only in this  way can we win the long race. 
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